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Corrections
- In-last issue's "Summer classes offer opportunities to get ahead, branch out" article, The Observer
incorrectly said there was a 10-week summer session when in fact there is..only a six- and nine-week
session.
- In the same article, the tuition rates should have read as $169 per credit for undergraduates and
$233 per credit for graduate students.

auto accidents
+ much more·

Uni nsured Motorists
Wrongful Death

- In the "Election kickoff: Candidates prepare for campaign trail" article, the quote from Ezekiel

Hill should read, "I plan on helping provide more responsibilities and represent the unrepresented on

Spinal Cord Injuries

campus and work on building bridges with the Cail)pus and community. I would like the community
to get more involved with Central:'

Brain Injuries
Workplace Injuries

- In the same article, Steven Ross, vice president of life and facilities candidate, said he was misquoted, but failed to provide a replacement quote by press time.

Nursing Home Injuries
Insura nce Settlements
Dangerous Products
School Injuries
Gove rnm ental Lia bility

925.1588

Unsafe Premises
Dog Bites

605 N. Main, Suite 1, Elle nsbu rg

abeytanelson.com

NO RECOVERY,NO FEE

ABEYTA NELSON
Injury Law

Choteau Alder
Apartments
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NEWS EDITOR

Nader book tour fights ''good fight''
.

BY RYAN RICIGLIANO
Up until last week there wasn't a single
mention of Ralph Nader on Central's
campus. But soon the promotional
posters started popping up. And then
postings on the student intranet and
Facebook rumors began to surface. Could
the four-time presidential candidate
really be coming to Ellensburg?
' Ralph Nader will be giving a 45-minute
Q&A session entitled "Fighting the Good
Fight;' to Central Washington University
students and community members today.
The speech begins at 3:30 p.m. in the
Student Union and Recreation Center
Theatre.
Nader will speak at Central- as part
of a stop on his national book tour in
support of "Only the Super-Rich Can
Save Us!;' his latest book on how to save
America. In it, Nader imagines a po~tKatrina "practical utopia'' where 17 of the
richest individuals band together to clean
up the environment, take on exorbitant
corporate spending and return the
government to the people.
"He wants to educate America about
how to better understand our system;'
said Marian Lien, interim director of the
Diversity Education Center. "He doesn't
stand for the status quo - he wants to
get in there and dig a little deeper:'
After the Q&A, Nader will be
available for a book signing and will
be giving away a free copy of "The
Betrayal of America'' by Vincent
Buglioci with every purchase of his
book.
Lien and her center booked Nader
on short notice and consider themselves
lucky to have him. They secured today's
speech less than two weeks ago, Lien said.
"A private citizen called us up and
said that Nader was speaking at
YVCc;' Lien said.
"He asked
if we

I
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thought [Nader) would be interested in Citizen.
speaking at Central:'
"I really do think his message is on line
Lien got in contact ·with Nader's with what students of today want to hear:'
representatives and worked out the best Lien said. "He offers a fresh perspective
time for his appearance. His 3:30 p.m. for those hungry out there for that
speech follows a 1 p.m. luncheon he'll be message:'
attending in Yakima.
Lien said she hopes that, despite the
Most citizens know Nader as a four- short notice, students take the time to
time candidate for the presidency and · engage with Nader.
member of the Green Party, but he's also
"Many students who are civically
heavily involved with issues of consumer minded - who want to do right by their
advocacy and the environment.
public - I think they will be eager to see
·
Lien, who called Nader "public citizen him;' Lien said.
number one;' believes that Nader works
Today's appearance by Nader isn't the
to benefit the citizens of the United States. first time he's spoken at Central. In the
She points to the fact that he lives on only early '70s Nader spoke to students when
$25,000 a year and donates the rest of his the university was still called the Central
speaking fees to his foundation, Public Washington State College.
Despite rece1vmg only a small
percentage of the votes the four times
he's run for president, many believe
Nader played a vital role in George W
Bush's narrow victory in 2000. Many
Democrats blamed Nader for taking
away valuable votes in Florida that
could have gone to Al Gore.
Public records show that Nader
received 644 votes from Kittitas
County in the 2000 election and 188
votes in the 2008 election. Overall,
Nader received 738,475 votes, or 0.56
percent of the popular vote, placing
him third in the 2008 election.
Leah Shelton, who works closely
with Lien, believes today's speech
is a great chance for students ·
to engage with one of America's •
premier political leaders.
"It's a good opportunity for us as
a university to engage in a dialogue
with someone who's really been an
instrumental leader for a number
of communities and groups
in this nation;'
Shelton
said.

Former trustee,
staunch supporter
of. students, falls
to his death
BY ANTHONY JAMES

Sr. News, Reporter
Sanford Kinzer,
a former Central
Washington University
trustee,
was killed in an
accident on his
Liberty
ranch
Sunday. He was
63.
Kinzer,
who
was a member
of the Board of
Trustees from October 2005 to May 2009, is remembered as
a staunch student advocate. He resigned
from the board in protest of the first 14
percent tuition hike.
According to the Kittitas County Sheriff's Office, Kinzer was attempting to remove a dead tree leaning against a rock
near a cliff and he fell 40 feet. Attempts to
resuscitate him were unsuccessful.
Central President James Gaudino said
Kinzer, who was a first-generation college
student, always put students first.
"He was a stickler for examining anything that might result in a fee increase
for students and he took that responsibility very seriously;' Gaudino said in a press
release.
Board of Trustees Chair Sid Morrison
said Kinzer rarely backed down from
what he believed.
"He has a profound impact:' Morrison
said in a press release. "He really made us.
think:'
Kinzer received his bachelor of science degree in political science from the
University of Oregon, a master's degree in
public policy and administration from the
Un1versity of Wisconsin and a law degree
from Georgetown University.
Prior to opening his law firm in Everett
in 1989, Kinzer served as chief of staff to
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vermont, worked
as a lobbyist for the Teamster's Union in
Washington, D.C. and worked at two Seattle law firms.
Kinzer moved to Ellensburg in 2005
and recently purchased his Liberty ranch.
Survivors include his wife, Debra, and
two daughters, Alexis and Sonja.

BoT approves housing increase, dining and S&A to hold steady
BY RYAN RICIGLIANO
The Central Washington University
Board of Trustees (BoT) gave students
some breathing room last Friday when
they approved a five percent increase for
student housing costs, but vowed to keep
dining costs and services and activities
fees the same.
The unanimous vote comes at a time
when students have shouldered two 14
percent increases in just as many years
and the university is struggling to balance a $2.9 million cut from its statefunded operating budget.
"This says a couple of things;' said
Trustee Sid Morrison. "We're concerned
about the costs to the student and more
loudly, that we have a plan:'
The five percent increase on housing
costs won't take effect until Fall 2011 as
the BoT was voting on the budget for the
2010/ l l academic year. Last year the
BoT also voted on a five percent increase
for housing.

Steve Rittereiser, assistant vice president of business facilities, explained that
room and board costs are combined and
come from the self-support 573 account.
Rittereiser said he works closely with Director of Housing Richard DeShields to
arrive at expected yearly operating costs.
"This five percent for housing is very
consistent with the comprehensive plan
that we have for housing to address preservation and maintenance;' Ritteresier
said. •
Ritteresier noted that this increase is
really only an aggregate increase of 2.65
percent, as dining will be staying the
same. He said that although the BoT
voted to allow housing and dining to
both go up by five percent, Central has
made a concerted effort to keep the cost
of attendance as low as possible.
"What you're seeing in this proposal
for no increase in dining is my philosophy and my feelings of keeping costs low

I

.
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to students;' Ritteresier said.
DeShields pointed out that despite the
increase, Central's housing costs are still
the lowest of the state universities. He
also mentioned that their current budget
will allow for renovations, like the one
being performed on Barto Hall.
Dan Layman, director of dining services, said that his department studied
the future of food costs and is confident
that costs won't rise dramatically anytime soon.
"We do try and stay competitive with
students going to McDonalds;' Layman
said. "We just won't have the same revenue as last year:'
Executive Chef Kevin Camarillo said
the key is buying smarter. He buys food
products at their lowest and then locks
in that price. He said that if costs be- .
come too high on some products, he'll
wait until they come down before buying again.

''As a university we have to work together and there has to be an increase
somewhere;' Camarillo said. "I look at
the big ballpark picture:'
In addition to the dining and housing
vote, the BoT also voted to not increase
the services and activities (S&A) fee.
Earlier in the year the S&A committee,
which is made up entirely of students,
recommended that the fee stay the same.
The current quarterly fee is $624.
"This shows the dedication and commitment of these students to keep the
costs low for their fellow students;' said
Trustee Brent Weisel in praise of the
S&A committee recommendation.
Fellow Trustee Sid Morrison felt that
Friday's decision not only sent an important message to burdened students, but
to trustee members as well.
The students "are showing some control maybe not seen by some of your seniors;' Morrison said.
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Boord of Trustees
approve 14%
tuition increase

State predicts $2.6
billion budget
shortfall

L

.... .

Gaudino says .10 to 15 employees
For the first time in the current economic
crisis, layoffs and reduced hours will be part
of Central Washington University's effort to
balance the budget.
Faced with another $2.9 million cut in
state funding on top of last year's $3 1 million
cut, President James Gaudino said in a
public budget forum that 10 to 15 classified
staff and exempt employees will be laid off
and another 175 employees will work with
reduced hours.
The employees impacted are in
administrative,
office
management,
custodial and secretarial jobs. They'll be
notified in the next two weeks.
The announcement wraps up nearly a
week of budget discussion by the Board of
Trustees and administrators. Gaudino said
he and his vice presidents spent most of the
weekend developing the plan.
On Friday, trustees passed a motion
requiring administrators to budget assuming
9,500 full-time students will enroll for the
2Ql0-ll school year and to maintain a 9
percent reserve in anticipation of further
cuts by the legislature.
"In response, we have taken significant
cost cutting measures;' Gaudino said. "The
decisions weigh very heavily on all of us:'
Last year, trustees approved a plan
using one-time reserves while leaving open
positions vacant and asking employees
to take voluntary leave and give to the
foundation. They also failed to renew some
contracted faculty, cut goods and services
spending, offered incentive retirements and
separations and raised tuition 14 percent.
These measures were based on projections
that state tax revenue would return and
further state cuts would be minimized,
Gaudino said. Instead, revenues have
remained stagnant as the Great Recession

continues.
As a result, Gaudino said, trustees are
working under the assumption that funding
will continue to erode in the 2011-13
biennium and possibly beyond. Gaudino
advocates moving toward a private university
model, which relies on self-support with
state aid, and many of those changes can be
seen today.
This year, Central received funding
for 8,469 full-time students but is serving
approximately 9,700 students. If the
university was to follow the actions of other
Washington public universities and only
serve the number of students funded by
the state, Gaudino said Central would have
to slice an additional $5 million from the
budget.
"These draconian measures I just
mentioned were based on a $3 million cut;'
Gaudino said, and a larger cut would result
in faculty layoffs.
The state will support 8,800 students next
year, but the amount of funding per student
has been reduced, Gaudino said.
Unlike last year's cuts, which affected
faculty, this year's will hit classified and
exempt staff that help operate the university.
Gaudino said Central's administrative
costs are already the lowest in relatfon to
instructional costs.
Even though the cuts won't eliminate
faculty positions, Gaudino said, "there's no
way to say that they won't have an effect on
academic programs:'
"The old cliche that it takes a village,
well it takes a village to run the university;'
Gaudino said. "You can't say a change in
dining services or secretaries not being in
the department for as many hours is not
going to affect students. What we tried to do
was protect the academic core:'

BY A N THONY JAMES

I Sr. News Reporter

09-10
FY10

Faculty

I
I

Classified

I

State Cuts

Exempt/
Administration

I

$31 million

Offered incentive
retirement s and
separations, positions
were left unfi lled and
numerous contracts
were not re newed.

Most employees were
unaffected, but some
positions were
combined.

Gaudino gave two
weeks salary to the
CWU Foundation.

Additional cuts

I

• Leavins 16 vacant positions unfilled
- Accept1n1 about 20 voluntary separations and
retirements
- Accept1n1 about 20 voluntary leave incentive
'
applications
._.«<:'I

What would you cut

"I would say an easy
thing to cut is the
land line phones in
all of the dorms. All
the students have cell
phones and don't use
the land line phones
anyways. They could
be removed and emergency phones could be
put in on each floor instead. Just a thought:'
Andrea Ecklund
Asst. Professor,
Fashion Merchandising

4

"If I absolutely had to
cut anything, it would
more than likely be
janitorial
services
which could ultimately be maintained
by students. Students
should have the same
responsibility at maintaining their quarters
and campus just as the
Army does it's quarters and its bases:'
Isaiah Brown
Military Science
Instructor
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"Cut the lights. Not every light, but turn off
every other light just
to set the mood for
quiet hours:'
Jamie Bennett
Sophomore
Family studies

"It's so hard. There's so
much that's imperfect.
[Start off by] turning
off lights in buildings
at night, be energy
efficient. Have more
students ·at entry level
positions instead of
doing mass searches.
We can't keep doing
business the way we
have been. Let's get
creative about if'
Keith James
ASCWU-BOD
President

. . . """~

,,-.,,~·

GRAPHICS BY FAWN FLOYD

"Upper management
positions at CWU
have proliferated like
mushrooms in the last
two or three decades,
while fac ulty numbers
have remained mostly
stagnant. Each VP or
AVP at Central pulls
in a salary higher than
any · faculty member
will ever see:'
Ruthi Erdman
Lecturer in Humanities, Women's Studies

if you

"It's ridiculous to
water
grass.
Cut
landscaping - we don't
need green . grass.
Don't cut anything
school related:'
Margot Davie
Sophomore
Undecided

NEWS
Boord of Trustees
opprove 2nd 14%
increase

Nov••
2009

2009

ces layoffs
ced hours

January

February

March

April

May

2010

2010

2010

2010

2010

to be laid off, 175 to lose hours
STUDENT IMPACT
Over the past two years, the bulk of
instruction costs have shifted from the
state to students paying tuition.
Full-time enrollment has increased
by 700 students this year without a
proportional increase in faculty. This
has resulted in larger classes and bigger
faculty workloads, Gaudino said.
Students have faced two 14 percent
tuition increases and are now paying
more than half of the cost of instruction.
Keith James, president of the Associated

Students
of Central Washington
University Board of Directors, said he
wasn't surprised about the cuts.
"He told us when he first came here
two years ago that budget cuts were
coming, and here they are;' James said.
"We couldn't expect to save everythinf'
Asked what he would do to help save
money, James said he would make the
university more energy efficient starting
by turning off more lights in buildings
at night and hiring students in entrylevel positions. But, he said, Central must
change its way of doing things.

"We can't keep doing business the
way we have been;' James said. "Let's get
creative about it:'
Bob Hickey, United Faculty of Central
Washington University president, said
although no more faculty positions have
been lost, classified and exempt staff cuts
will have an impact.
"I hope they don't affect the students;'
Hickey said.
More faculty losses may be possible
with results of the Academic Planning
Task Force later this quarter, Hickey said.
As Central's enrollment has grown

exponentially over the past couple years,
Hickey said faculty are working with
larger classes and teaching fewer electives.
The number of faculty has increased, but
not proportionally with student growth,
Hickey said.
Grant Carter, (reshman criminal
justice major, said programs could be
slimmed down based on student interest.
"It depends on the interest of the
students;' Carter said. "If too much
money is going to the major with not
enough students going in ... I would need
to see the numbers:'

Central's Budget 101
Central Washington University's budget of more than $254 million is broken up into four
main categories: state operating budget, self-support operating, state capital and self-support
capital. State law prevents money from transferring between funds.

•

•

•
•

State operating budget: These funds contain the money the legislature allocates for instruction and most staffing at the university. This fund also includes tuition revenues. As of FY
2010, this fund totaled $94.1 million. The main portion of this budget is state general funding, which was more than $39 million in 2010. Some $6.9 million came from federal stimulus
monies, $1.4 million is reserved for preventative maintenance and overhead, and $45.7 million comes from tuition. Cuts made by the legislature affect this fund.
State capital budget: This is funding provided by the legislature on a yearly or biennial basis
to construct new buildings or modify existing ones. Funding from here is covering the cost
of the Hogue Hall renovation and the amount fluctuates greatly with the amount of construction happening on campus. Central received more than $41.2 million in FY 2010 / 11.
Self-support operating budget: This budget contains money derived from a variety of
sources, from summer session and student activities fees to housing and parking. 2009 funds
totaled nearly $97 million.
Self-support capital budget: The smallest category, these funds include student activities
and facilities capital fees and housing and dining capital funds. These funds contained $22.3
million.

CWU fiscal year 2010 budget
■ State operating
■ State capital
Self support
operating

36%

■ Self support

capital

36%

were President Gaudino?
These were a few of the
anonymous responses
we received from
faculty members.
"Education yields informed and engaged citizens. Curricular goals
ought to be central to
our university's mission.
On the contrary, athletics often deflect interest and time away from
academics and research.
Could we reduce or
eliminate athletic programs and still provide a
quality education? Yes:'
Stephen Chamberland
Asst. Professor,
Chemistry

"Give less money to
sports. Not like they
don't get money just not that they get
too much. Cut from
the communications
department. It's too
big. It doesn't seem
like they need a lot of
money:'
Clayton Kaiser
Junior
Philosophy

"In the last year, it's
useless to change the
signs and add art work.
Why spend money on
that when we're cutting jobs:'
Devin Jefferies
IT /Helpdesk

"I don't think the
money is being spent
the right way. They
could use the staff that
they have and keep
class sizes small. If
you keep getting rid
of staff it will lose the
appal that CWU has
to students. Cut back a
little money for athletics. Not as much need
to be spent:'
Megan Porter
Junior
Anthropology

"A smart administrator would cut either baseball
or football, and keep cutting sports until the sports
director can live within a budget:'
"Move the college to a semester system with a four day
week:'
"I'd eliminate most of the positions in Buman
Resources with salaries in excess of $100,000:'
''I'd eliminate a few majors such as graphic design or
family and consumer sciences that are weak, bring in
little or no money to the university and does little to
help its graduates secure gainful employment postgraduation:'
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Bike month brings cyclists improved roadways
BY JOHN LASALLE

I

Staff Reporter

The month of May is National Bike Month and it looks
as if the roads will be safer for local cyclists.
The Ellensburg City Council recently decided to continue the Sharrow Project, which will put sharrows, painted
markings showing the areas shared by cyclists and motorists, on more roads throughout Ellensburg.
"As we work in our community to get more active, we're
creating an. environment that is safe for motorists and cyclists to share the road;' said Sarah Bedsaul, health educator for the Kittitas County Public Health Department.
The white-painted bicycle arrows from last year's pilot
project can be seen on 5th Avenue from Chestnut Street to
the Rotary Park entrance. Continuation of the project will
make the placement of sharrows more -frequent, and will
add them to Chestnut Street.
"It's an encouragement for cyclists to know that others
will be watching for them;' said Obie O'Brien, Ellensburg
city councilman and Central Washington University media specialist.
The project is an educational campaign for cyclists and
includes a reminder oflaws that cyclists must follow.
An important law for cyclists is RCW 46.61.755, which
holds cyclists to the laws of a motorist. The law states,
CHANDA JOHNSON
"Every person riding a bicycle upon the roadway shall be
granted the rights and subject to all the duties applicable to BIKING IT The Ellensburg City Council recently voted to continue the Sharrow·Project, which helps paint markings on the road
that mark the areas shared by motorists and bicyclists.
the driver of a vehicle:'
O'Brien said, "Cyclists almost never stop at stop signs,
which increases the chance of a cyclist and motorist crash:'
"The more bike-friendly Ellensburg becomes the better first week of February. He noted that motorists in the area
The goal of the Sharrow Project is both safety and as far as I'm concerned;' Bryce said. "We have a commu- tend to be "very curious" with real respect for cyclists.
awareness for cyclists and motorists, with hopes of devel- nity that is conducive to bike use and it would be cool to see
"We need a safe and easy way for people to commute;'
oping a more physically active community.
more people taking advantage of it:'
Quirk said. "There is a pretty big group commuting around
"I think any time both cyclists and motorists get that
National Bike Month also includes Ride Your Bike to town and I'm glad to see the progress:'
kind of reminder it's a good thing;' said David Bryce, ju- Work Week from May 17-21. The event is sponsored by the
nior chemistry major and cyclist. "Often times it seems like . League of American Bicyclists who are trying to encourage
both forget about the whole' sharing idea and a friendly re- people to bike to work.
minder is always a good thing:'
"It's a safe, ecologically sound way to get to work and
The streets of Ellensburg currently have a few bike lanes provides a chance for exercise;' ·Wayne Quirk, Central's
and according to estimates from the Sharrow Project pro- Provost said.
posal, the addition of sharrows will cost significantly less
Quirk rides his bike to work as often as the weather perthan adding more bike lanes.
mits and this year he was able to begin riding during the

New class focuses on wildlife crimes
BY PETE LOS

PACK IT IN,
PACK IT OUT
(Right) - Signs on Durr
Road remind the public of
prohibited items and actions
as well as encouraging
violation reports on resource
crimes.
(Bottom) - Whidbey Island
resident Adam Breedlove
collects shell casings at a wellused target range. Shooters
who disregard cleaning up
after themselves risk facing an
$87 litteringfine.

PHOTOS BY PETE LOS
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The Kittitas County Field and Stream increased over the past several years due to
Club is offering a public course aimed at reaching out to the community and edutraining concerned citizens on how to ob- eating people on how easy it is to just observe natural resource crimes and report serve something and report it.
them to the proper authorities. Crime Ob"Not everybody's on a first-name basis
servation and Reporting Training (CORT) with the enforcement officers;' said Leta
is a free two-hour course designed to edu- Davis, treasurer of Kittitas County Field'
cate local residents about non-confronta- and Stream Club. "Lots of people are out
tional methods of reporting environmen- there in the woods [saying] 'well I saw
tal offenses.
some guy out there and he was dumping a
"We teach the average person what in- deer carcass; and that's all we know:'
formation fish and wildlife enforcement
Each CORT class is instructed by the
officers need to get to help catch people Washington Department of Fish and
who are poaching, dumping or any dam- Wildlife (WDFW) Enforcement Officers.
age or violations against natural resources During the class, officers teach the audiwhether it's the wildlife or the land itself,' ence how to identify common crimes and
said Lee Davis, presihow to properly and
dent of the Kittitas
accurately identify,
County Field and
document and reStream Club.
Kitittas County's May CORT class · port incidents.
Eyes In the Woods, was cancelled due to· low enrollment. · "Basically,
[the
a non-profit organi- The next class will be held on July 14, officer] just goes
zation of volunteer at 7 p.m. at th e Kittitas County Fair through the steps of
., what to report, who
citizens dedicated to Grou nd s in th e Naneum Room.
reducing poaching
to report, whether
and natural resource abuse by protecting to use 911 or use the poaching line;' Davis .
wildlife and wild land, created CORT as a said. "He talks a bit about different scenartool to train a network of citizens willing to ios and what you would do; the who, what,
observe and report resource crimes.
when, where. It's a really great class. We
"Concerned citizens armed with the run a couple video clips and then we get to
right knowledge can assist the officers and test our observation skills:'
become a deterrent to crimes and abuses
According to Field and Stream, willof our wildlife;' said Bruce Bjork, chief of ingness to report abuses is growing and
the Washington Department of Fish and a CORT class teaches proper reporting
Wildlife enforcement program in a video practices. Completing a CORT class als·o
on the Field and Stream website. "None of entitles citizens to become a Certified Witus would sit idly. by while our neighbor's ness for the Washington Department of
home was being burglarized. None of us Fish and Wildlife.
should sit idle while we witness wildlife
"The wildlife of this state belongs to
crimes:'
all of us. We must treat it as our property,
Kittitas County Field and Stream began our treasure. Wildlife does not belong to
hosting CORT in 2004 and holds several the poacher, the thief;' Bjork said. "People
classes each year. According to Davis, the need to believe that reporting a wildlife
number of local crime reports has vastly crime is the right thing to do:'
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OPINION

OPINION EDITOR

Editor's

NDTE : I have a better idea ...
BY DARCY wYTKO

I

Editor-in-Chief

If you like a clean campus, hug a custodian. If you like people who help you navigate the choppy
waters of university paperwork, bring an office worker flowers. Speaking of flowers - if you like
them adorning our university's landscape, thank a groundskeeper.
These custodians, officer workers and groundskeepers make up a large percentage of the classified staff of Central Washington University, and they all too often go unappreciated.
On Monday, during the c.ampus budget forum, President Gaudino announced that 10 to 15 classified or exempt staff members will lose their jobs at the end of June. Another 175 will have their
hours slashed. Within the next two weeks, staff will be notified of how their jobs will be affected.
"If you have a better idea, you have two weeks;' Gaudino said.
I have a better idea.
Instead of classified employees carrying the burden of the budget on their backs, why don't highup members of.the administration take a pay cut? Instead of making cuts from the bottom to the
top, why not make a few cuts from the top down?
The yearly salaries earned by classified staff are peanuts compared to the six-figure incomes
earned by many members of the administration. Why not eliminate one six-figure position and
keep several classified staff members? It's the classified staff who are already struggling financially,
and it's not fair to balance the budget on their backs.
·
Or better yet, what if several six-figure salary earners were to sacrifice $5,000 from their yearly
salary so that just one classified staff member could keep their job?
I guess _still I'm innocent and naive. I think that people like custodians and secretaries matter. I
believe the point of working at a university is to promote learning and responsible citizenship, not
earn a high salary.
To all CWU employees - if you're here because you're in it for a high salary and don't care about
education, you're the ones we can't afford to keep here. Most likely, the students don't want you here
either. I think we all understand that a job is a job, but deep down, we still believe a heart is a heart.
If you want to make a living and help some kids learn and
become better people, fight to stay here. You're the ones the
~
students can't afford to lose; no matter what budget we face
in the months ahead.

The editorial views expressed here ore those of the writers and not necessarily the views 9f the staff at large, the student
body, or the faculty and administration. They ore not to be considered the official views of CWU.

Observance
Ahh geez ... My life as a
Wisconsinite
BY MCKENZIE GARDNER

I

Weekend sports information: Mon. 3
p.m. -5 p.m.
Letters to the editor: Sun. 5 p.m.

Entertainment, meetings, calendar
events: Fri. 5 p.m.
Display ads: Eri. 5 p.m.
Classified Ads: Fri. 5 p.m.
cwuobserver@gmail.com

Dear Editor,
The following letter was received on April 27.

As I headed to student teaching this morning, I noticed something quite nauseating as I drove down University Avenue: a
large banner announcing the National Day of Prayer taking place
Thursday, May 6. It a!l1azes me that our country, which functions
through a constitution that demands secularism, still wishes to impose this unconstitutional, meaningless activity. It is nothing short
of religious indoctrination, which violates the establishment clause
of the First Amendment.
Why is there not a national day of Islamic prayer? Or Jewish
prayer? One might say, "not everyone in this country is Jewish:'
Well, fortunately not everyone in this country is religious at all.
In fact, there is a larger population of non-religious Americans
(17 percent) than any other minority, and it is quickly growing as
priests continue to molest children and logical people begin to accept the falsity of silly Bible fables they were told as a child.
_What's more believable? That the physiology of snakes was mutated to create fully operational vocal chords, or illiterate people
from bronze-age Palestine told a lie? The truth of the bible is not
what is relevant in this case. President James Madison, nicknamed
the "Father of the Constitution;' summarizes in his own words the
First Amendme,nt: "Congress should not establish a relig~on and
enforce the legal observation of it by law, nor compel men to worship god in any manner ... "
,
Our country is so fail-safe that no group, however large, can
take over. I applaud President Obama for outlawing a special day
of prayer within the White House, but I am annoyed that it is apparently necessary for the rest of the country. I suppose it could be
worse ... Thank God I don't live in Iran.

Mark Seidl
Senior, Vocal Performance
Dear Readers
The Observer welcomes brief letters (300 words or less) from readers on current
issues. Please include your full name and university offlliotion: year and major,
degree and year graduated, or staff position and department. To be printed in the
following week's issue, please e-mail your letters to cwuobserveropinion@gmail.
com by 5 p.m. Monday. The Observer reserves the right to edit for style and length.
Anonymous letters will not be considered.

~Jl~lll~)IV' S
~JIJllISl)l(~'l,l()N
Tattoos I
BY JEREMY VIMISLIK I Opinion Editor

Copy"Desk

I come from a land of beer, cheese and brats; sider looking in, it's tnie. Not all college proa land where the Green Bay Packers are a re- fessors accept late assignments without penalty
ligion and tailgating is a sport. My neighbors and not all drivers are content driving 20 miles
talk like they're straight out of "Fargo" and per hour through town. The pace oflife is much
when they need a drink of water, they go to the slower, which can be a blessing or a curse.
However, despite all of my tiny grievances,
bubbler.
That's right, I hail all the way from the great I have loved every second of living here. The
Dairy State of Wisconsin. Although Washing- people are friendly, life is peaceful and the
ton is just a few wide open states away, it feels landscape alone warms my heart every day. Aflike a whole new world out here. Who knew ter years of living amongst the flat farmlands
that so many little cultural differences could of the Midwest, I've gotten to enjoy incredible views of rolling
add up and make me
hills and immense
feel so homesick for
mountains this year.
my cheesehead-wearI experienced my first
ing pals back east?
"Since moving here, I've
For example, in ·
rodeo, went on my
Wisconsin, we don't
had to adjust my vocabu- first "real" hike up the
"pre-funk;' we preManastash Ridge and
lary, tone down my road
am looking forward
game. When things
rage and learn to buy my to floating the Yakiare "bomb;' that does
ma next month.
not mean they are
liquor in the afternoon."
Since moving here,
cool; it means they
I've had to adjust my
are dangerous and exvocabulary,
tone
plosive. Also, in Wisdown my road rage
consin, you can buy
liquor just about anywhere. It's a one-stop shop and learn to buy my liquor in the afternoon.
to get a bottle, a chaser and a case of beer - all My nasally accent is slowly fading and my body
until 9 p.m. (and all for about $20 cheaper than clock has officially shifted back two hours. And
although I've accepted all these changes and
it is here).
And what_about the stereotype that the West embraced the Washington way oflife, I will forCoast is incredibly laid back? Well, as an out- ever be a Wisconsinite at heart. On Wisconsin!

Deadlines:

JEREMY VIMIS L IK cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com

Observer Newsroom
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Boullion 222
CWU, 400 E. University Way
Ellensburg, WA 98926
509-963-1073

When did the tramp stamp become trampy? The small of a
woman's back is a beautiful part of her anatomy. Who is to say that
she is a floozy just because she has a tattoo above her bum? Unless
it plunges into her bum, which, thankfully, I've never seen - I think
she's in the clear. Is it just because it was so popular? Personally, I
think the new tramp stamps are the rose on the hip, zodiac sign
on the back of the neck, script on foot or those ridiculous nautical
stars - anywhere.
Tattoos are a great form of personal expression and creativity.
They can convey desires, fears, memories and ... stupidity.
Before considering getting inked, decide what you want and ask
yourself what it means to you. Do not just find something on the
wall of the first shop you walk into. You will regret it.
Give a lot of thought to your placement. I've always loved my .
forearms and think a tattoo would look great on them, but have
waited for the sake of employment opportunities. I knew a CWU
student last year that had full sleeve tattoos. I asked him once if
he considered limited employment later in life because of his tattoos, and he gave me a great piece of advice. He said that any job
that w<;mld care \YOuld be a job that he would probably have to
cover them with a suit anyway. Another friend of mine with about
$15,000 of tattoos, piercings and brands told me the only ones he
regrets are the ones on his back, because he can't see them easily.
Ever since I was a kid, I always loved tattoos and knew I wanted
one. The hard part was deciding what to get and where to get it.
Not just where on my body, but what artist and shop to ink me. Before I got my tattoo, I' took two years deciding on where and what
to get, and another year deciding on which shop to get it and what
design to get. In that last year, I narrowed my search down to two
very reputable shops. I sat in on tattoos being done and later came
in to make an appointment at my favorite shop.
The artist got some pointers from me and called me back a week
later with a design. If a tattoo artist can only trace, then he -is not
an artist and should not be the one to tattoo you. It was a beautiful
design but I had to tone it down because he had a huge rock waterfall and about 175 percent of what I had room (and money) for.
I ended up getting a Koi, a variation of the common carp and
Continuted on next page
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Sticks and Stones:

How hyperbole is hurting America
BY MATTHEW ROBINSON

I

REALationships 101:
Mother's Doy:
Unofficial day of
gardening

Managing Editor

In these recent weeks, the passage of new im- about some Americans' distaste for the recent
migration laws in Arizona, continuing debate healthcare overhaul, compared the U.S. governover healthcare, Tea Party protestors touring ment to pedophilic rapist Roman Polanski, and
the country and the myriad· of other goings on the American people to a 13-year-old girl.
in America, have set the infotainment industry
Maureen Dowd, another New York Times
ablaze with fresh fodder for their "intellectual" columnist, compared her own experience as a
discussion.
Catholic woman to that of the subjugated womEmotion-stirring issues like these usually en of Saudi Arabia, calling the Catholic Church,
lend themselves to all kinds of finger pointing "an inbred and wealthy men's club cloistered
and posturing from the opinionators and pun- behind walls and disdaining modernity ... an
dits of the media, with their comments gener- autocratic society that repress[es] women and
ally landing somewhere between derisive to ad ignore[s] their progress in the secular world:'
hominem. Normally, I
If I may just briefly
don't mind the impasand respectfully ofsioned sword-crossing
fer some perspective:
of ideological oppo"When American taxpay- In this country, Ms.
nents; in fact, I generDowd can say that. In
ers are compared to a vic- this country, she can
ally think it is a good
sign of a healthy freetim of child rape, the true travel without a chapdom of speech. Howerone, drive a car,
victims of that heinous
ever, recent comments
vote, use the Intercrime are undermined."
have me worried that
net and make love to
the state of political dissomeone of the same
course in America has
sex without fear of
plunged to a new low.
death, imprisonment
Consider the recent
or deportation. And perhaps
deluge of dissent being thrown around the pa- most importantly, given her charge against the
pers and television:
Catholic Church, she can leave her religion.
New York Times columnist Frank Rich
These are of course just a few examples of the
charged the Tea Party protestors who had trite commentary that is passed off daily as disthrown bricks through the windows of Congress course in America. Certainly these people have
member's homes, with reenacting Kristallnacht, the right to their opinions, but their choice of
the two-night raid of Jewish homes and busi- language and imagery is boorish, morally connesses prior to WWII that marked the genesis fused and dangerous. By using such emotionally
of the Holocaust.
charged language so cavalierly, they are stripRep. Alan Grayson, D-Fla., has made simi- ping the language of any meaning.
lar comparisons, calling the country's failure to
When uninsured Americans are compared to
cover the uninsured a "holocaust:'
the millions of m.en, women and children that
Washington Post columnist Eugene Robin- were exterminated in the Holocaust, then the
son called the recent Arizona immigration law word "holocaust" loses its significance and the
draconian, racist, oppressive, mean-spirited, lives of the victims of that great evil are cheapunjust, xenophobic, unconstitutional and an . ened. When American taxpayers are compared
abomination.
to a victim of child rape, the true victims of that
Jesse Jackson may well agree. In a recent in- heinous crime are undermined.
terview on MSNBC, he said the new law is "a
Rhetoric is a w,o nderful part of American
form a terrorism:'
society, but if language is to retain any utility it
Glenn Beck, in a discussion on his show must be measured.

BY ERICA SPALTI

I

Online Editor

Before you jump to conclusions, this is a positive article. Every
year for Mother's Day I ask my: mom what she wants and every year
she says she wants me to help her garden. So every year we go down
to Home Depot, pick out a couple boxes of flowers, and we garden.
And I hate gardening ... most days.
Mother's Day is the one day out of the year I actually enjoy gardening because I get to spend the entire day with my mom ... my
dad, and our two dogs. See, my mom and I used to not get along
very well at all. Don't take that the wrong way, I love my mom, but ·
over the years since I left for college my mother and I have grown
closer.
My mom is one of my best friends and there are no words to
explain out relationship. Now if you are not my Facebook friend
and you don't know me, let me tell you some quick snippets about
my mom and me. We share a stuffed turtle named Poi and we have
matching pink t-shirts we got on spring break. We love everything Disney and while we were there over spring break we made
a stuffed bear and took pictures of him around the park. His name
is Walt T. Bear and yes, he has a Facebook.
My mom and I are the biggest goof balls you will ever meet and
we do not care what others think. We have each other and I would
do anything for her. I don't know many people that can talk to
their mom about everything. I literally talk to my mom about everything, from the party I went to at WSU, to my relationship,with
my boyfriend. Most of my friends don't understand how I can be
so open with my mom, but I don't care if they don't understand.
It is the little secrets that I share with my mom that make our relationship special. I consider myselflucky to have such an amazing
woman in my life because that is what she is, amazing.
Here is what I suggest to everyone for this Mother's Day (which
is Sunday in case you didn't know) .
If your mom wants to garden and you hate it, relax and just do it.
Do it before she asks though. Go b~y the flowers and the soil and
just start gardening. If your mom is\ a little less into gardening or
1
just wants to hang out with you, get up early and make her breakfast. Oh, and maybe get her a card. I feel like moms LOVE cards
more than anything. I don't think one day is enough to celebrate
all that our moms do for us. To my mom, Happy Mother's Day and
I love you.

X.O.X.O.

Deep Thoughts
BY QUINN EDDY

I

Thinker

My friends,
Here's a bumper stic;ker we need to get printed up: "Four Lokos made me diabetic:'
After my second million I plan on having an addition built onto my garage to house my collection
of fully restored and flyable World War II fighter planes.
Some day it would be nice to get some hair action.
I drink entirely too much of that Lipton Brisk Iced Tea. You can't blame me for wanting to keep
things on the brisk side.
I feel like we just kicked global warming up another notch with this oil rig sinking in the Gulf of
Mexico. According to CNN, since April 22 we've been gushing about 5,000 barrels of oil a day into
the Gulf.
On CNN's "State of the Union;' Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano, Interior Secretary
Ken Salazar and Adm. Thad Allen, the commandant of the Coast Guard, warned the leaking oil from
a rig explosion could continue for weeks with dire consequences.
"It potentially is catastrophic;' Salazar said. "I think we have to prepare for the worst:' ,
Environmentalist Richard Charter of the Defenders of Wildlife organization said the oil leak
could cause damage that would last decades. Rattled now?
A girl in one of my classes made fun of me for buying molasses cookies.
My middle name is Jerome. After I work out and hit the sauna, I'm just like Jerome Jell-O
At Lilly's I was feeling squirrely and decided to venture towards the dance floor. Since Michael
Jackson wasn't on I realized I couldn't conquer this dance floor by myself so I politely asked a smoking hot blonde girl to dance. I hadn't finished the word dance and some random guy had already
come out of the woodwork and straight up grabbed my prospect. I got dance jacked.
°It's really annoying how loud these new Sun Chip bags are now that they're completely compostable. Whenever I go for a chip it's like lighting a string of Black Cat firecrackers.
Make sure you're sitting down because we're about to get super Deep. If this were a roller coaster
of deepness, this is the part where you throw your hands up before the big drop:
Take comfort in the thought that nothing bad will ever come from working hard and nobody can
take your talents from you.
This week's vocabulary enrichment is smash (n.) - used to describe driving stupid fast in a 25 mile
an hour zone. Used in a sentence, "Bro, you tryin' to smash?"
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Got o relationship problem and you need some outside advice? Send me
on e-mail me at cwuobserveronline@gmail.com.
Continuted from previous page

sacred creature in Japan, in homage of the six years I spent growing
up on a Naval Base there. I put it on my leg because I've always
liked how my legs look, and I can cover my legs if I need to for
employment. Kois are symbols of luck in Japan. My Koi is swimming up my leg on its journey to becoming a dragon (maturity).
It has a green dot on its forehead because Koi have a dip in their
heads which Japanese myth says grows algae and brings wisdom
to the fish. I got bright pink cherry blossoms because I love snow
and in all my years in Japan, I got maybe a total of three inches of
snow. In the spring, the blossoms would fall on the ground and
cover it in pinkish-white faux snow. I chose the Koi in part, and
decided to add a lot of water because I'm a pisces, and the four
states I've lived in (plus Japan), I have always been near water. I
have also swam competitively since I was ten. I've always loved
water: drinking it, swimming in it, the sounds it makes, the reflections it gives off when light hits its surface ...
My Koi cost me $600, with a $100 tip. It took four-and-a-half
hours in one sitting. I got it three years ago and I couldn't be
happier. When lotioned up, the ink looks as good as it did the day
after it healed. I refused to scratch it even when the itching was
agonizing. I told myself, "you spent way too much to scratch it off,
JeremY:' I rubbed lotion on it whenever it itched. For the first few
weeks, I always had a bottle ·of lotion with me. I've seen people
who scratched at their healing tattoos <\lld they look terrible. No
touch-up will ever be as good as _the original ink.
Whenever choosing a tattoo, remember that it is a permanent
piece of your body. Decide what you really want and pay for quality. Do no skimp here. If you can't get exactly what you want, then
wait to get the ink. Choose wisely, and think about what you will
see there in 20, 40, maybe even 60 years.

SCENE

SCENE EDITOR

DAVID GUZMAN cwuobserverscene@gmail.com

'

CWU Fantily Weekend kicks off tomorro1M
BY LURA TREIBER

I

Staff Reporter

Family Weekend is a time for students to show their parents and siblings what Central Washington
University has to offer. Campus Life will be hosting a wide range of activities all over campus from ·
Friday, May 7, through Sunday, May 9.
"The goal of this event is to let parents experience the university that their kids go fo;' said Rachel
Simonson, senior chemistry major and student coordinator for the event. "A lot of times they come to
help them move in and that's it. This helps them get involved:'
On Friday, parents have the option to sit in on their child's classes, but it should be cleared with the
instructor first, Simonson said.
"It's a time for everybody to come together and have fun for a weekend;' said Liz Rich, junior public relations major and an event organizer. "It brings in a lot of different people and it lets parents see
where their money is going:'
Ti.ckets are available for purchase at www.cwu.edu/ ~wildcattickets.

FlllDAY

Derek Hughes
Friday's featured event will be a performance by comedian/magician Derek
Hughes, whose act combines magic tricks and comedy. He has performed at universities around the country and was recently featured at the U.S. Comedy Arts Festival
in Aspen, Colo.

Hughes will perform at 7:30 p.m. on Friday in the Student Union and Recreation
Center (SURC) Ballroom. Tickets cost $5 for students and $7 for general admission.

SATURDAY

Sonos
The second featured event will be a performance by Los Angeles based a cappella
group, Sonos, on Saturday. Dessert will be included.
The six members of the grou·p met while attending the University of California
Los Angeles. They released their first album, "Sonosings:' in September.
The group creates their own songs, but they also take songs from other genres and
make them unique by adding their own twist to them. They replace instruments
with vocals, but they don't resort to traditional a cappella methods of harmonizing.
"They are really creative;' Rich said. "It's really _cool and amazing that six people
can create a sound like they do:'
'

Sonos will perform at 8 p.m. on Saturday in the SURC Ballroom. Tickets cost $5 for
students and $10 for general admission.

SUNDAY
Mother'sDay Brunch
The final featured event will be a Mother's Day Brunch on Sunday. Guests will be
treated to a vocal and instrumental recital by Central students Rachel and Jessica
Rice. Also, Campus Activities Director Scott Drummond and his wife Cheryl will be
sharing their comments about Central.

The brunch will take place from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m. on Sunday in the SURC Ballroom.
Tickets cost $16.50 per person.

Some more events fo check out...
Friday

Saturday

-----~------

p.m..•foriy Che<k~n
p;m.-Annuor Student Juriea~
Samh Spl,rgeon Gallery, londoll Hall

.Jon• Ultour<See--Sow-odton
SURCWestPotio

. ldurtl Science Semiffllr0
146
ti

&hJD·

Sunday

10a.m. •·2 p,m. -Yakima River float
Deporting from OPR, SUR( £ost Patio

l1 o.m.-1 p.m.
Mother's Day Brunch

10;30 -ll: 15 a.m. • Family Spin Closs
Recreation (enter 287

CHO

JJ;30 a.m•.- ~;,f5 p.nt,, • !ruotes Fitness Closs
Reaeoflon (etlfet 234

12:30 p.m., 2p.m. • Chim,ofums
More info ot www.m.

•

4•6p.m. •Stutfimt
Ml,sitBuilcling

•

,,,,,m1o at .....
CilecltoattlaitfallNtc:D.aaM
....Jlwww.c.w11.
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Saving sex for marriage
Christian couples believe waiting is worth it
BY ILA DICKENSON

I

\1

·~ ••·r ...·_.
COURTESY OF IFORJEWELRY.COM

STUDENT CELIBACY A number of students on campus practice celibacy. For many, it is a
way to honor God and follow a lifestyle in line with the Bible's teachings.

Right now, across campus, hundreds
of students are not having sex. Some of
them are choosing it. These are the stories of people across campus who have
decided to live without sex until marriage.
Kim Wilder, senior French education
major, made the choice to be abstinent
until marriage when she was 18 years
old. She had just chosen to follow Jesus
and decided to let the Bible guide her life,
which included not having sex.
Wilder and her fiance Adam Chastagner met in the Christian ministry Chi Al-

pha, and Wilder says it was just assumed
that they wouldn't have sex. They had
both chosen to take the Bible seriously
and follow its teachings as closely as they
could.
It's been hard to wait to be physically intimate and have sex, Wilder said, because
she is very affectionate. Being aware of
that in herself contributed to Wilder and
Chastagner setting physical boundaries
and waiting for their first kiss until three
months after they started dating.
Wilder says she is more excited than
nervous for her upcoming wedding in

Ellensburg Wine
Festival this Saturday
BY ERIKA SOLIS

I

Staff Reporter

Spring is in full bloom, so now is the time to take
advantage of everything Ellensburg has to offer. The
second annual Ellensburg Wine Festival, sponsored
by the Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce and the
CWU World Wine Program, will take place from 3
p.m. to 7 p.m. this Saturday in downtown Ellensburg.
Community members, students and tourists will
be able to listen to live music while enjoying wine
from over 30 wineries in Washington. There will be
nine different businesses from around town participating in this event.
''A lot of people come from the west side;' said
Leslie Berry, executive assistant for the Ellensburg
Chamber of Commen::e. "It makes for a great day for
downtown Ellensburg:'
This will be the second year the CW.U World Wine
Program has held this event in town. Last year's festival was sold out with over 500 people present.
"People can really enjoy themselves [at the Wine
Festival]" Berry said.
The venues involved include: Fitterer's Furniture,
Sazon, Gallery One, Pink Catered Events, Shaw's
Furniture and Appliance, The Party Barn, The Clymer Museum, Boys Smith Vision Center and the
River at Grand Central.
Tickets are $30 for ten tasting scrips and a commemorative wine glass. The event is free for those
who wont be sampling.
Tickets are available at the Ellensburg Chamber of
Commerce office, which is located at 6609 N. Main
St.
12
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August because she and her fiance have together, they got carried away and had
waited for sex, and thinks she will be sex without consciously making a decinervous when the date gets closer. It's a sion to start having sex. She was partywhole new territory for her relationship, •ing and questioning her own morality,
and Wilder says she can't even grasp and physical boundaries weren't in her or
what it will be like.
Gaskell's thoughts.
Matt Johnston, sophomore undeclared,
When Thorp got involved with Cambelieves sex was created for · marriage, pus Crusade for Christ, she dug into her
and has never doubted his choice.
faith and her relationship with God, and
Johnston has chosen to be abstinent could no longer live two lives.
because he believes it's the right thing for
"The lifestyle '¥asn't worth it anymore;'
a Christian to do: it's a commandment Thorp said. "It didn't align with what I
Christians need to honor, he said.
knew to be true:'
Johnston says that the right girl for him
Talking to her then-boyfriend was
will be someone who will share his point hard, Thorp said. She was afraid that he
of view and will want to wait to be physi- wouldn't be okay with no longer having
• cally intimate.
sex.
"If you date someone who doesn't have
After Thorp and Gaskell decided to
the same morals and beliefs, then you stop having sex, they had to implement
can't go as deep into the relationship as new boundaries that would prevent the
you want to;' Johnston said.
opportunity to get physically intimate.
Shannon Thorp is a Central graduate She makes sure to leave Gaskell's house
with a degree in psychology and is also before she gets tired so there is no tempthe intern with campus Christian minis- tation to lie down together.
"It's so easy to see sex as a casual thing,
try, Fuel. She is engaged to a man named
Jeff "Bean'' Gaskell and decided a few that's it's not a big deal;' Thorp said.
years into her relationship with Bean to "There is another option:'
stop having sex.
When Thorp and Gaskell started datFor more information about Chi Alpha
ing, waiting until marriage was someFellowship, visit:
thing Thorp wanted to do, though she
didn't have any real reasons.
http:/ /www.xacentral.com/
After the couple broke up and got back

World-renowned
Disability Awareness
composer hits Central Week starts tomorrow
BY EMILY SPOOR

I

Staff Reporter

What does the CWU Wind Ensemble have in common with the professional Stockholm Symphonic
Wind Orchestra and the U.S. Marine Band? Currently, not a whole lot.
However, after tonight, the CWU Wind Ensemble
will be ·among the aforementioned and many other
prestigious orchestras to have been lead by worldrenowned conduttor Keith Brion.
Brion will be guest-conducting a concert tonight.
The concert will showcase classical and romantic
works that have been re-interpreted to enlighten listeners to the unique styles of orchestral wind history.
The audience can expect an ivy-league caliber performance, as Brion has built his repertoire from Director of Bands at Yale University and extended his
credentials by founding the New Sousa Band in 1979,
which has since toured America's hallmark cities.
Such Sousa revival concerts have included the Boston Pops and the Philadelphia Orchestra. Brion has
also realized international endeavors with the London
Concert Orchestra and the Gothenburg Symphony.
"Keith Brion is one of the most experienced conductors in the U.S.;' said CWU Band Director Larry
Gookin. "He brings experience from major symphony
orchestras in Europe and eminates a professional attitude toward rehearsing. The CWU Wind Ensemble
students have been upheld to a higher standard of perfection under his leadership:'
The concert will be held at 8 p.m. tonight in the
CWU Music Building Concert Hall. Admission is free.

BY DAVID GUZMAN

I

Scene Editor

Central student organization ABLE (Access, Belonging, Learning and Equality) is sponsoring Disability
Awareness Week starting this Friday.
The Disability Awareness Week is an annual weeklong event that calls attention to issues pertaining to
students with disabilities on campus, according to Ian
Campbell, assistant director of the Center for Disability
Services and ABLE advisor.
"There really is kind of a lack of education curriculum for disabilities across the board;' Campbell said.
Each year, Campbell says the organization seeks to
introduce new angles to approach disabilities in students' lives. For this year's Disability Awareness Week,
naturopathic Dr. Ian Luepker will give a presentation
on Tuesday. Naturopathic medicine practicioners like
Dr. Luepker "take a look at the big picture, overall general health, and natural remedies like vitamins and
minerals;' Campbell said.
On Wednesday, 23-year-old entrepreneur Logan Olson will share her story of overcoming a brain injury
and developing a magazine with the unique topic of
fashion for people with disabilities. Her magazine is
currently distributed in 26 states.
"Fashion and disabilities is not an issue that is talked about much;' Campbell said. "It's an exciting and
unique program:'
Other activities planned for the week include a film
showing, live music, a CWU student disabilities planner, and other activities. All events are free of charge.
To check out.the full list of events, visit the Center
for Disability Services in Bouillon 205.

SCENE ~

Women Rock every Wednesday
BY JOE SAVIDGE
Women will dance, play music, sing, rap, read poetry
and of course, rock out. The Center for Student Empowerment (CSE) is sponsoring the 4th annual Women
Rock! concert series. There will be several performances
each Wednesday this month from noon to 1 p.m. outside the Central marketplace in the SURC.
Jessica Grub, senior psychology major, will be singing
and playing folk music with her acoustic guitar at one of
the later shows. She began to play the drums in fourth
grade, but had to sell her drum kit her sophomore year
to pay for schoolbooks.
Roxann Smith, junior pre-nursing major, is a gender
programmer for the CSE and a lead planner for Women
Rock! She said that the concerts will have some new
surprises this year, including performances by Central
Washington University alumni.
Jared Stewart, senior public relations major and CSE
event programmer, said "I like live music, and this is a
cool opportunity to showcase female musicians in Ellensburg:'

I
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Staff Reporter

Stewart and Smith are looking for volunteers to help
with Women Rock! and with the main fundraising
event, Women for Women.
"We want any clubs or people that want to join us;'
Stewart said. "We want success:'
Women for Women is a concert that will take place
on Saturday, June 5 at Raw Space. According to Smith
and Stewart, Women Rock! is a lead-up to Women for
Women.
Money raised through raffles and the Women for
Women concert will benefit Women for Women International, an organization that aids women in third
world countries.
In early January, the CEO of Women for Women International, Zainab Salbi, gave a presentation at Central.
"She brought energy, so we're trying to keep that momentum going;' Stewart said.
Smith added, "Women for Women International is
about restoring lives and rebuilding community:'
According to Smith, if the concerts raise $5,000 they

can sponsor six women from different war-torn countries. The chosen women will each receive a one-year
sponsorship, in which they are trained in three categories: developing self-esteem, gaining a voice in their
communities and learning job skills.
The CSE is partnering with the Diversity Education
Center for the Women for Women benefit concert.
Look for Women for Women ticket giveaways at
Women Rock! events. There will also be raffle tickets for
sale at the concerts. Enter for a chance to win tickets to
the Vans Warped Tour at the Gorge in George, Wash.
this year.
There are still performance spaces available, and any
potential performers should contact the CSE office at
509-963-2127.
Women Rock! will be free. Tickets for Women for Women will be presold for $3 for Central students and general admission will be $5. Tickets
at the door will be $5 lor students and $10 for general admission.

~fASij\()JS
10Deep Clothing Company is quickly becoming a cornerstone of men's
fashions. In 1994, Native New Yorker Scott Sasso established the brand
in hopes of personifying the various subcultures of New York (Skate,
Punk, Hip Hop etc) with dynamic and innovative apparel.
Since its creation, 10Deep has become a movement of.sorts promoting
the creative expression within music and fashion. 10Deep has created
dynamic audio collaborations that have introduced artists such as Kid
Cudi, Wale and Donnis to the creative music scene.
The 10Deep spring collection is rich in vintage feeling and full of military
influence while using appliques, embroidery and patching. The summer
collection will continue to capitalize on this vintage-izing process with
wash downs and "old-school patching". Look for flipped or rounded
pockets and also side stash pockets on their cut and sew pieces. Both
these collections will emphasize new washing styles, various prints, a
wide color palette and a general variety of throwback fashions.
While reinventing the fashions of past generations, these collections
both continue to evolve the Roman numeral X as a brand recognized
icon. 10Deep apparel is only available at exclusive retailers, visit your
local retailer; WestCoast Men's in Ellensburg today and check out
the latest from the 10Deep brand.
*Check out CWU Linebacker #20 Emeka Aludogbu rocking
10Deep fashions.
ADVERTISEMENT
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Wildcat Aspiring Musicians
New club unites Central music lovers
BY JOHN BARAN

Four Central Washington University students founded the club, Wildcat Aspiring Musicians (WAM), to
help bring together the musically talented and those
who are interested in and have a passion for music.
Alfred Dickerson, president of WAM and a sophomore psychology major, founded this club in February.
He said it focuses on not just music, but also on the
business side of the industry.
"We plan on bringing people in to talk about how
you get into it;' Dickerson said. "All students can learn
about the industry, not just music majors:'

I

Staff Reporter

According to WAM's mission statement, the club's the opportunity to learn about music and how the ingoal lies in "empowering members to achieve their dustry functions.
WAM is also trying to make an impact on the comgoals in music performance and knowledge of the inmunity.
dustrf'
"We are going to do a lot of different things, like putThe club offers musicians a place to showcase the muting events on like benefit concerts;' Dickerson said.
sic they have created and have it critiqued.
"We are trying to give back to
"We are trying to give knowledge of all
aspects of music;' said Trinera Carter, a
the communitf'
"We are trying to give
WAM is also trying to get
member of WAM and freshman biology
knowledge of all aspects
weekly
events at Raw Space to
major. "We are helping people find out
of music ... We are helping
help members book shows for
how to take their music to the next step:'
people find out how to take
the future.
Dickerson hopes to get musicians of
their music to the
Dickerson hopes that WAM
every genre to join and share insight.
next step."
will gain more members to
They hope to have listening parties for
help diversify the club's musical
those who wish to share their
Trinera Carter backgrounds.
1 music and want feedback on
Freshman biology major
"Any and everybody is welways to further improve their
come;' Dickerson said. "You just
songwriting capabilities.
"All different types of music are welcome;' have to have love for music:'
Dickerson said. "We are all students of music
The Wildcat Aspiring Musicians meet from 4 p.m. to
and are trying to help showcase talent:'
5 p.m. every Wednesday in the Student Union RecreDickerson also said that members don't ation Center, room 201.
need to have any musical talent or experience.
They just need to be interested in music and
For a listing of Central Washington University's clubs
the business behind it.
and organizations, visit:
According to Deejahney Turner, a member
of WAM and a freshman business major, the
www.cwu.edu/ cwu_fss_lis.html
club offers students who are not music majors

5 Minutes With ...

Elizabeth Vellutini (Non-trad student)
BY TARA KLETTKE

I

Staff Reporter

Q. How does it feel to be back at school after all
this time?

A. "It's great to be back. It's almost like a relief,
because, you know, I'm doing what I always
planned on doing, and it's so important to have a
degree that I'm looking forward to being able to
get a job I love and be creative once I graduate:'

Q. What's a typical day look like for you?

NATALIE KINKEL

Elizabeth Vellutini is not your average Central
student. Vellutini is a 39-year-old returning student who has come back to finish the education
she put on hold in 1992. She is currently a senior
graphic design major and is minoring in advertising. Vellutini juggles two jobs and school, and
says returning to college to fulfill her drearps is
not as easy as it may seem.

A. "I go to class in the mornings, have lunch and
do some homework, go to class again, and then
I usually do graphic design work at night. On
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays I also work
on campus part time. I'm an assistant for a photography professor. It's a lot of fun:'
Q. Any advice for other people who would consider leaving school?

A. "If you don't have to leave, then try not to. But
if you do and are thinking of returning, don't
wait. Give yourself a time frame where you'd
want to come back and do it. Once you're back
in, it's such a relief and I've learned that having a
degree is so important:'

Q. Why did you leave schoolin 1992?

A. "My mom had cancer, so I left to spend time
with her. I always told myself I would come
back,but life gets in the way sometimes. I was
gone for so long, but I needed family time to deal
with the loss of my mom, so I went to live with
some of my family in California:'

14
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For information about the Non-Traditional
Student Organization (NTSO), call the
ASCWU-800 at:
509-963-1693

SCENE

Kittitas County Farmers Market
Ellensburg community celebrates opening day
BY ILA DICKENSON
It's 9 a.m. on a blustery, cloudy Ellensburg Saturday morning. Lining 4th
street between Ruby Street and Pearl
Street are booths and tables sheltered
from the rain by white tents.
It's the first Kittitas County Farmers Market of the season, and the chilly
weather doesn't seem to have stopped
anyone from browsing the fresh vegetables and handmade jewelry.
As dogs sniff each other, their owners
sniff fresh cilantro, rhubarb or apples
available at several of the booths and
gaze at beautiful handmade jewelry.
Gloria Wright of the Blue Heron Farm
in Ellensburg shows .off her garlic to
passersby. Her booth boasts a certificate
showing that her produce is Certified
Naturally Grown (CNG).
"[My husband and I] got involved
with the market because I enjoy meeting people and I enjoy selling certified
naturally grown things;' Wright said.
"You can't say the 'o' word, even though
the regulations are exactly the same:'
The CNG program started as a grassroots effort to allow smaller farms to
skip over the red tape of the expensive
process to becoming USDA certified
organic and to allow local farmers to be
recognized for using environmentally
sustainable agriculture.

The Blue Heron Farm is one of only
two vendors at the Kittitas County
Farmers Market with this certification.
Eric Miller, on-site market manager,
has noticed that more and more local
farmers are trending towards growing
naturally and organically.
Miller owns Parke Creek Station with
his wife Bambi, and says he doesn't spray
their produce at all. But the government
makes it very difficult to become certified organic.
Miller says the value of the market is
that customers in this region are becoming more familiar with the local food
movement and understand the value of
naturally grown food.
"Farmers markets are a number one
way for people to see their local producers of produce;' Miller said.
The Kittitas County Farmers Market
has been rapidly expanding in recent
years. Because of this, the market is focused at the corner of Pine and 4th. The
early placement of the market epicenter
at this intersection is going to allow new ·
farmers who come later in the season to
never be far from the action.
It also allows customers to park at
Safeway, which is closer parking to the
market than most other available lots
downtown.

I

Staff Reporter

NINA KANARSKAYA

FARMERS MARKET

The North Pine Swing Band performance at last Saturday's
Farmers Market. The local contradance band has played every Farmers Market opening day
since its inception in 1993.

"Safeway actually likes the market because people, a lot of the times, will shop
here and then go to Safeway;' Miller said.
The Kittitas County Farmers Market
opened Saturday, May 1 and will run
each Saturday until the last week in October. Booths open at 9 a.m. and close

up shop around 1 p.m.
The market features vendors selling
everything from the homemade apple
butter of t'he Certified Naturally Grown
Swauk Prairie Produce to homemade
dog soap of Purity Soapworks out of Ellensburg.

OTHER WEEKEND HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

• Art Exhibits
• Chimposiums • Mother's Day
• See-saw-a-thon • Sports games Brunch
• Quad Rugby
• Climbing Wall
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Listen. Now.

Gorillaz stay fresh with "Plastic Beach"
I

BY JOHN BARAN

~

Staff Reporter

Helping to bring musical paradise to fans ofhipSongs like "Stylo" could have come straight from
hop and pop music comes the Gorillaz' third stu- a dance club in the 80s. Its catchy electronic hook
dio album, "Plastic Beach:' The album,'featuring and smooth vocal lines compel the listener to bob
more layers and well thought-out song structures to the beat.
than previous albums, is sure to give fans a warm
The writing has become more interesting than
feeling of satisfaction.
in previous albums. It was more difficult for me
Starting off the album is a
to guess the next note in a prosound familiar to all Washgression, giving the album an
ingtonians, the sound of
unpredictable but fresh sound.
rain. It is then accompanied
One thing I felt was missby an orchestral arrangeing from this album was the
ment that sets the listener up
megahit. I didn't hear a song
for a blitz of easy-listening
that had the hook of previous
tunes. Next comes a very fasongs, such as "Feel Good Inc:'
miliar voice to any hip-hop
I also wanted to hear more of
lover, Snoop Dogg, who lays
main vocalist Damon Albarn.
down his trademark style.
Fans of their previous work
The album is filled with
will enjoy the CD, as will the
well-known musical artists
casual listener, but I don't ex,such as hip-hop megastars
pect to hear any of these songs
Mos Def and De La Soul,
on every other radio station,
COURTESY OF VIRGIN RECORDS
punk rock legends Mick
like with their earlier material.
Jones and Paul Simonon of The
With this album, the Gorillaz
Clash, and the Lebonese National Orchestra for still retain their signature sound and remain one
Oriental Arabic Music. Each artist featured gives of the most unique hip-hop/pop groups.
a distinct flavor, yet stays true to the Gorillaz'
sound, making each track different from the other.
For more information about The .Gorillaz and their
Most of this record draws heavy influence from
new album, visit:
hip-hop and 80s pop music, with a hint of soul.
www.gorillaz.com
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Cinematic Musings
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"Elm Street" was a nightmare
BY CHRISTINE JAHNS
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After seeing the trailers for the remake of "A
Nightmare .on Elm Street;' I was excited to see the
film. The special effects looked good and the new
Freddy looked promising. Unfortunately, those
were the only good things about this film.
For those who are unfamiliar with the franchise,
"A Nightmare on Elm Street" follows the story of
several teenagers who are plagued by nightmares
of Freddy Kreuger, a man with a burned face and
knives attached to his fingers. If he kills someone
in a dream, that person dies in real-life. The teenagers must race against their sleep deprivation
and figure out how to stop Freddy before they succumb to their nightmares.
This could have been a great remake, but di-

I

Senior Reporter

rector Samuel Bayer, with producer Michael Bay,
made this into another run-of-the-mill slasher
movie.
With a string of relatively unknown actors and
actresses and unforgiveable amounts of cheesy dialogue, I found myself wanting to laugh instead of
scream. The only scares came from the occasional
startled jump and, for a time, Freddy himself.
As the story progresses we see more and more of
Freddy (Jackie Earle Haley) and learn more about
his past. Haley does a good job of portraying the
iconic villain, but with his visibility so prominent,
his fear factor decreases. By the middle of the film
his presence is no longer frightening.
The teenage actors never have time to develop
their characters because they are being picked off
one after another. The two characters left at the
end, Nancy (Rooney Mara) and Quentin (Kyle
Gallner), are fortunately able to hold their own
acting-wise, but everyone else is terrible.
The effects were well done and the dream sequences were pretty creative, but they seemed to
happen at the oddest times: like during a funeral
and while someone is swimming. I found it very
difficult to focus on the story and stay in the right
frame of mind. ·
I suggest watching the original or waiting until
this movie comes out on video and then renting it
at a Redbox. It is not worth $9 a ticket.

"A Nightmare On Elm Street" is currently showing
at Grand Meridian Cinema in Ellensburg.
To check out the current showing times for this film
or others, visit the Grand Meridian website at:
www.ellensburgmovies.com

-SCENE,
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BY BRITTANY SCOTT
Ellensburg may offer a plethora of Mexican restaurant choices, but one thing it has been lacking
is more BBQ! Pappy's Smokin' BBQ is the new kid
on the block and may be exactly what this town
needs to keep us BBQ lovers happy.
It offers country style BBQ ribs and sandwiches.
As I rolled up to the window of this unique
drive-thru with mock gas pumps on my left, I
wondered if this wannabe gas station would be
supplying me with gas station-like food.
I ordered up the special that included two ribs,
one side and a corn muffin for a semi-steep price
of $8.50. My stomach was rumbling as I pulled
away with the sweet aroma of BBQ sauce leaking
out of the brown paper bag.
After all this build up I was finally able to sink
my teeth into the melt-in-your-mouth baby back
rib and I knew the wait had been worth it. The
meal was the definition of down home cooking
and each taste of corn bread, mac n' cheese and

I
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Staff Reporter

saucy ribs was delightful. The ribs were cooked to
perfection and, when dipped in the side of BBQ
sauce, made my taste buds sing.
· Although the menu may be limited, the portions
somewhat small and the prices fairly high, it is
necessary to give Pappy's baby back ribs a try! Support the locals and drive through Pappy's Smokin
BBQ. Just do not forget to ask for extra napkins.
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Amanda;
I talce an oral birth
control prescription.
My doctor hasn't
mentioned anything
before, but I've heard
taking birth control
can affect my chances
of getting pregnant
when I'm older and
want children. Is
that true?
Yes and no. When a
female is on a hormonal
birth control regimen and
chooses to stop in order
to conceive a baby, she
may experience temporary
infertility. It can take a
while for your body to get
into the natural swing of
things after getting off this
type of birth control. On
average it takes about two
or three months for your
body to adjust to natural
hormones again.
However, it could take
up to a year for your body
to make these adjustments .
One of the reasons may be
the type of birth control
you use. With an oral
contraceptive, AKA the
pill, one generally tends
to be infertile around
two or three months after
discontinued use. Women
who used the Depo-Provera
shot and quit remained

infertile anywhere from six
to 18 months according to
one pregnancy website.
We all know that
when used consistently
and correctly (taken the
same time each day),
hormonal birth control is
99% effective at preventing
pregnancies , but NOT STI's
(however, condoms do
work great at preventing
both). Did you know that
STI's are the leading cause
of infertility? It's true;
Gonorrhea and Chlamydia
cause infertility in both
women and men while HPY
(human papilloma virus)
causes damage to the cervix.
So I would suggest not
only using a hormonal birth
control method but also a
condom to protect against
unintended pregnancies as
well as STI's. Remember,
abstinence is the only 100%
way to prevent unintended
pregnancies and STis so if
you 're super concerned you
could always hold off on
having sex.

Have a story to share or a
question for Amanda? Send them
to wwc@cwu.edu. It just might
be a future ta pie!

ADVERTISEMENT
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Softball extends winning streak to eight
BY JON CLEVELAND

I Sports Reporter

NATE WALLEN

GOIN' YARD Junior shortstop Samantha Petrich connects on a pitch against NNU. Petrich hit 3 home runs in one game against Montana State Billings last Sunday, setting a new GNAC conference record.

Petrich earns first GNAC
player of the week award,
sets new school record
The Central softball team had a long
bus ride on Saturday when they traveled
to play the Montana State Billings University (MSBU) Yellowjackets.
With their first place conference ranking on the line, the Wildcats made a point
to score big and score early.
The Lady Wildcats got things going in
the first inning, scoring four runs off four
hits and capitalizing on an error made by
MSBU.
Senior outfielder Danielle Monson led

off the game hitting a single to left to get
things going for CWU. Then junior second baseman Keilani Cruz got on base
after an error by the shortstop for MSBU.
Junior utility player Kelsey Haupert
stepped up to the plate next and hit a
single up the middle scoring Monson and
Cruz.
The Lady Wildcats struck again in the
first inning when sophomore catcher
Meghan Kopczynski singled, driving in
two runs and giving Central a comfortable lead heading into the bottom of the
inning.
The Yellowjackets tried to answer back .
in the bottom of the second, when Kaycee
Hoffman hit a solo home run off Central's
junior starting pitcher, Lauren Hadenfeld,

making it a 4-1 game
after two.
The
Wildcats
scored two more
runs in the top of
the third after home
runs by Kopczynski
and . sophomore first
baseman
Michelle
Torre.
SAMANTHA
MSBU's senior inPETRICH
fielder Stevie Howard hit a solo home run off Hadenfeld in
the bottom of the third and kept the Yellowjackets in the game.
The Lady Wildcats ran into trouble in
the fourth, when they gave up eight runs
on six hits. By the top of the fifth inning,

the Wildcats were down by four runs:
However, Central answered back, scoring·
five runs in the top of the fifth to take the.
lead back from MSBU.
Central scored one more run after an
RBI single by senior outfielder Ashley Fix.
in the top of the sixth.
The RBI wrapped up another victory
for Central and_senior pitcher Katriina
Reime was a big reason for the win.
After relieving Hadenfeld in the fourth
inning, Reime did not allow MSBU to
score again, shutting the door on the Yellowjackets for a 12-10 victory. Reime improved her record to 6-0 on the season.

"STREAK"
CONTINUED ON P.20

Two more players quit, decisions Courtney Smith inks NFL deal
BY KEVIN PROCTOR I Sports Editor
looming for (WU baseball
Baltimore Ravens
BY MATTHEW CARSTENS

I Sports Reporter

Athletic Director Jack Bishop met with the baseball team before
practice on Friday to discuss the future of Head Coach Desi Storey
and the baseball program at Central Washington University. Junior
pitcher Bryce Hjellum and junior infielder Nate Sadler quit the team
after the meeting.
Last week it was reported that many players had raised questions
about how Storey was handling the team - specifically his decisions
to use pitchers deep into games, with pitch counts on occasion over
140. Two players had already quit and Storey dismissed another
player for disciplinary reasons.
· Bishop declined to comment on the meeting, but some of the
players thought it was less than helpful.
"It definitely didn't go as well as I hoped it would;' Sadler said. "I
thought it would be a little more proactive, with him being a little
bit more upset about the whole situation with Desi. He kept saying
he wasn't taking anybody's side, but I definitely had the feeling that
he was more on Desi's side:'
Hjellum thinks Bishop and his
staff are content with losing.
"I quit about a minute after that
meeting;' Hjellum said. "He didn't
really want to hear anyone's side of
the story. He was just basically defending Desi the whole time. He
kind of tried to· reverse it on me a
little bit, saying it was my fault for
not going to the training room about
the 150 pitches consecutively."

"DECISIONS"
CONTINUED ON P.21

Nate
Sadler

sign former CWU
cornerback
It doesn't matter what team
you play for, it doesn't matter
what division you play in. All
that matters is what you can do
on the field.
Central Washington senior
defensive back Courtney Smith
is proving that once again, by
signing a free agent contract with
the Baltimore Ravens late last
month, just ·days after the NFL
draft concluded.
Twenty minutes after the draft
was over, Smith got a call from
his agent, Alvin Nelson, letting
him know where he was headed.
"The whole program is excited
for Courtney;' said Central Head
Coach Blaine Bennett. "He has
great speed and is very physical.
He's been a lock-down corner for
us here at Central:'
Although the contract is not
guaranteed, Smith is expected
to compete for a roster spot on
special teams for the Ravens,
specifically as the team's punt
returner.

"NFL DEAL"
CONTINUED ON P.21

BRIANAN STANLEY

BALTIMORE RAVENS Senior cornerback Courtney Smith has been
invited to rookie mini-camp by the Baltimore -Ravens. Smith helped lead Central as
one of the top-ranked defenses in the nation this past year.
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More than just a coach
Central softball coach Gary Frederick has become a mentor at (WU
BY SHAY MAILLOUX
For many young people right
out of high school it is a time to
figure out what to do with your
life. Backpacking across Europe,
attending college and changing
majors several times is commonplace. But for CWU Head
Softball Coach Gary Frederick
there was hardly any question
as to what he wanted to dedicate
his life to; coaching.
Fifty-two years of public and
college level coaching including
43 years total at CWU, with 311
' softball wins and a combined
713 wins in · his time coaching
several sports at Central are
proof of that.
Coach Frederick grew up in
the small southwest Washington
town of Raymond where he developed a passion fo r sports.
"I had an older brother I admired that played football, basketball, and ran track. I always
wanted to be like him so it was
just kind of automatic for me to
go into sports;' Frederick said.
Frederick focused on being a
coach straight out of high school,
getting his first coaching job at
just 21 years old. After spending
nine years coaching in the public
school system, Frederick came
back to his alma mater Central
Washington to begin his coaching career for the Wildcats.
That career has now spanned
over 43 years. In addition to
his current 16-plus years at the
helm of the softball team, Frederick has also coached the women's basketball team and men's
baseball teams for eleven years
each.
Athletic Director Jack Bishop
doesn't underestimate the importance of having a coach like
Gary Frederick on the staff.
"He's an icon at Central and
someone I look up to very much;'
Bishop said. "He's brought a lot
to Central over the years and a
lot of stability to our athletic program:'

Reporter

COURTESY OF CWU ATHLETIC MEDIA RELATIONS

WINNING WAYS

Head Coach Gary Frederick earned his 300th victory last month as head softball coach at Central
Washington University. Frederick has coached at CWU for more than 43 years.

· Frederick recalled one of his _post-season run.
greatest coaching memories
"Nobody gave us much of a
came from his very first team chance when we went to regionat Central. The team was the als;' Frederick said. "There was a
1968
Central _ _ _ __ ___/ _ _ _ _ California team,
baseball team, "He's an icon at Cent ral. a Montana team
a team which
He's brought a lot to
and an (Oregon)
team that were
Produced two
Central over the years
in the tournamajor
league
veterans in Bill and a lot of stability to
ment. We went
North and Dave
our athletic program."
through in that
regional tournaHeaverlo. North
spent 11 years in
JACK BI SHO P ment and went
the majors and
CWU Athfetic Director undefeated:'
won two World
The
team
then went on to
Series rings as
the Oakland Xs center fielder, nationals where they took third
while Heaverlo spent six years place.
in the majors as well. Frederick
For Coach Frederick, coaching
fondly recalled the '68 team's and sports is about much more

"STREAK"
CONTINUED FROM P.19
"Obviously it feels good;' Reime said.
"It's awesome to help my team get to regionals where we are planning on going
after next weekend:'
Game two on Saturday against MSBU
was another hard fought battle.
Central started off the game scoring a
run in the first on an RBI single by junior
shortstop, Samantha Petrich.
MSBU answered right back and put two
runs on the board · in the bottom of the
first, after a two-run RBI single by the Yellowjackets catcher, Kelley Parsons.
Central tied the game in the top of the
third when Ashley Fix homered over the
· right field fence.
The Wildcats were able to take the lead
in the fourth until the bottom of the fifth
when the Yellowjackets scored three runs.
CWU regained the lead in the top of the
sixth after Monson drove in another run,
and Cruz hit a massive two-run home run,
giving Central the lead 6-5.
"It was a first pitch and it was low, my favorite pitch, so I just went with it;' Cruz said.
Central maintained the lead and fin. ished with a 6-5 victory.
Hadenfeld secured the win and im-
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proved her record to 18-4 on the season after entering the game with two outs in the
bottom of the fourth, to relieve sophomore
starting pitcher Lindy Baxter.
Central kept their momentum rolling
into Sunday's double header against the Yellowjackets. The game was scoreless until the
top of the third when Central scored five
runs including a grand slam by Petrich. Petrich hit her second home run of the day one
. inning later, giving the Wildcats a 6-0 lead.
MSBU answered back in the bottom of
the fifth when Howard hit a two-run home
run for the Yellowjackets.
The sixth inning marked another big inning for Central, as the Wildcats scored six
more runs. Petrich homered for the third
time in the game, and earned herself a new
school record for most home runs in a single game. The 3 home runs in a single game
are also a GNAC conference record as well.
Freshman third baseman Alicia Wagner
also came through in a big way in the sixth,
with a three-run home run herself.
Central beat MSBU 14 -8 and starting
pitcher Lauren Hadenfeld picked up the
win to improve her record to 19-4 on the
season.
Game two of Sunday's double header
was another big game for the Wildcats and
ended in the bottom of the fifth because of
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than simply taking the field and
competing.
Frederick puts a big emphasis
on teaching his players that there
is much more to life than just
athletics and tries to preach that
to his players.
"You really don't know what
kind of person you're dealing
with until they've faced some
adversity. How they react to that
adversity has a lot to defining
that character. And that's what
athletics does;' Frederick said.
Senior pitcher Katriina Reime
knows just how important this
team is to her coach.
"He always tells us that its family, school; softball, and then social, so any issues with our fam-

ily or school always comes first;'
Reime said.
Senior Danielle Monson is
leading not only the Wildcats
but the entire Greater Northwest
Athletic Conference (GNAC) in
hitting this year with an incredible .518 batting average this season and really appreciates having
a coach like Gary Frederick.
"He's just a great person overall and anybody would like to be
coached under him. His attitude
towards the game and the way he
plays it is just great for any player;' said Monson.
Reime is a stalwart in the bullpen fo r the Wildcats this year
with a team leading 2.53 ERA
and 6-0 record and the four
year varsity starter agrees with
Monson .
"He is so much more than a
softball coach. He teaches us so
many life lessons, not just about
softball. He lets us know after
these four years softball is not going to be the main part in your life
and I want you to take some lessons out of this;' Reime said.
Frederick says that as long as
he is healthy and able, he wants
to coach. With his ability to get
through to players beyond the
field, Frederick has become much
more than just a coach. He has
become a mentor and role model
too many student-athletes over
the years at Central Washington.

Head Coach
Gary Frederick

the mercy rule.
Central had big back-to-back innings in the second and third by scoring 11 runs on 11 hits.
MSBU showed some life, scoring two
runs in the fourth, but it was Central's
day to shine.
CWU went on to win the game 133, sweeping Montana State Billings in
four games, and improving improved
their win streak to eight games.
The Wildcats are currently in first
place in the GNAC (28-8) and are now
33-13 overall on the season.
Central will play their final series of
the year next weekend against second
place Western Oregon, a series that
should determine who will take home
the conference title in 201 0.

GNAC Standings
Softball .

Conference
W L
Central Washington 28 8
26 10
Western Oregon
Western Washington 20 15
17 19
MSU Billings
Saint Martin's
12 27
Northwest Nazarene 8 32

Overall
W L
33 13
32 17
25 23
20 27
20 35
9 38

NATE WALLEN

IN RELIEF Senior pitcher Katriine Reime is 6-0
with a 2.53 E.RA this season.

SPORTS

Wildcats swept by first place Wolves
Six CWU players named to GNAC Academic All-Conference Team
BY SHAY MAILLOUX
The CWU Wildcats baseball team is
still searching for a winning combination
after being swept for the third time this
year.
While the Wildcats were competitive
in all four games, losing by a combined 8
runs, Greater Northwest Athletic Conference (GNAC) leader Western Oregon was
· able to hand CWU their 23rd conference
loss this year.
Saturday's action saw Central lose 9-7
in game one despite a run scoring single
and game tying three-run home run in the
fifth inning from junior second baseman
Kelly Gau. Starter Jake Millbauer carried
the load on the mound for Central, pitching 6-1/3 innings and giving up 16 hits
while managing to hold Western Oregon
to 5 earned runs on 109 pitches.
· In the second game of Saturday's double
header it was Gau that once again led the
way for the Wildcat offense with 3 more
RBIs including a 2-run single. Starting pitcher Kevin Walkenhauer battled
through 6-1/3 innings giving up 5 runs on
10 hits and chipping in with 2 hits of his
own. Unfortunately it wasn't enough as
the Wildcats fell once again 6-5.

GNAC Standings
Baseball
Conference Overall

w

L

25 3
Western Oregon
Northwest Nazarene 21 11
Saint Martin's
14 14
MSU Billings
7
21
Central Washington 5
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"NFL DEAL"
CONTINUED FROM P:19
Smith will report to Baltimore's
rookie mini-camp today, May
6, where he will hope to impress
enough to earn a rookie free agent
contract and roster spot come
November for the Ravens.
The former standout cornerback for Central Washington
University marks the 29th Division II player signed, in addition
to five D-II players that were
taken in the 2010 draft.
"We've had over 75 NFL scouts
come through here in the two
years Courtney has been with ·
us;' Bennett said. "He has the
strength and speed to play at the
next level:'
Today will be the first step towards making it in the NFL. At
the very least it gives Smith exposure to the rest of the league,
and puts other NFL teams on notice if in fact he doesn't stick with
Baltimore.
Former Central quarterback
Mike Reilly had a similar opportunity in 2009. Reilly spent
time on practice squads of the
Pittsburgh Steelers and Green
Bay Packers before finishing last
year as the St. Louis Rams thirdstring quarterback. Smith hopes
to have the same success with the
Baltimore Ravens.
At 5-11 and 195-pounds,
Smith was a lock-down cornerback for Central this past year,
although it is his speed that NFL
organizations crave. He has been
clocked at a sub-4.3 second 40yard dash and consistently was
able to run a 4.4.

w

L

31 14
29. 20
19 26
10 32
11 35

I Sports Reporter
Montana State Billings University. Thf
double header starts on Friday at 1 p.m
and finishes Saturday starting at noon.

r

Central Baseball boasts six
Academic All-Conference Players ·
Six Central baseball players were named
to the GNAC Baseball Academic AllConference Team Tuesday, accounting fo1
more than one-third of the 17 selectiom
in· the conference.
To be eligible, Student-athletes are required to have a 3.20 GPA, be a curren1
letter winner, and in the second year ol _
competition at their current university 01
a senior transfer .
The CWU players recognized are:
Infielder Kevin Walkenhauer - 3.87 GPA
Pitcher Michael McCanna - 3.40 GPA
• Infielder Kevin Schneider - 3.74 GPA
Infielder Evan Churlin - 3.20 GPA
Outfielder Anthony Sanelli - 3.58 GPA
Outfielder Ricky McKinney - 3.31 GPA
KATHARINE LOTZE

BATTER UP Sophomore outfielder Brett Bielec looks for a hit against St. Martin's.
Sunday was more of the same for Central with a 4-0 loss in game one despite
three hits from senior Jake -Hammons.
Senior left-handed pitcher Tyler Warne
gave up 4 runs on 7 hits in 6-2/3 innings
for Central. However, Western Oregon
pitcher Jacob Petit shut down the Wildcat bats with a 111-pitch complete-game
effort.
Hammons did his part once again in

game two on Sunday for CWU, this time
pitching and giving up just 3 runs (2
earned) in 6-2/3 innings on 104 pitches.
Leading the way at the plate for Central
was freshman catcher Marcus Evans who
went 2-2 in the 3-2 loss.
Central now stands at 5-23 on the season in GNAC play, and 11-35 overall. The
Wildcats will wrap up the 2010 baseball
season next weekend at home against

In two years at Central, Smith
started in 21 games, totaling 2 interceptions, and 71 tackles, four
of them for a loss of yards. Those
numbers aren't jaw-dropping but
it is his speed that has the NFL
taking a closer look.
With his quickness and versatility, Smith hopes to become a
regular on special teams for the
Ravens and will have an opportunity to challenge for the starting punt returner job.

Mike Reilly claimed off
waivers by Seahawks
Tuesday, former Central quarterback Mike Reilly was claimed
off waivers by the Seattle Seahawks. Reilly finished last year
as the St. Louis Rams thirdstring quarterback in the final
four games of the 2009 season.
At 6-3, 212 pounds, Reilly
holds nearly every Central
Washington University passing
record in school history over his
four season career. He still holds
the NCAA all-divisions record
with at least one touchdown pass
in all 46 career games.
Reilly is the fourth quarterback
signed by the Seattle Seahawks.
He is expected to compete with
Mike Teel for the third quarterback position on the depth chart,
behind starting QB Matt Hasselbeck and backup Charlie Whitehurst.
Like Smith, Reilly's contract is
not guaranteed, but both former
CWU players hope to stick on
their team's 53-man rosters come
November.

Walkenhauer leads the way for thE
Wildcats, with his 3.87 GPA being thE
third highest in the conference. He is onE
of three players to earn all-academic hon- ors for the third straight year.
Despite being out with an arm injury for the 2010 season, McCanna wai
named to the team for the second time in
his·career.
Seniors Kevin Schneider, Evan Churlin
Anthony Sanelli and Ricky McKinney aU
earned their first academic all-conferencE
honors this year for the Wildcats.

"DECISIONS"
CONTINUED FROM P.19

#5 Courtney

Smith
Position:
Defensive Back
Height: 5-11
Weight: 195
Class: Senior
Hometown:
Stockton, CA

Career Statistics
Games started: 21
71 total tackles
4 tackles for loss of

yards
·2 interceptions
12 passes.broken up

While Storey contended last
week that he rarely pushed pitchers deep into games, Hjellum has
pitched more than 130 pitches
in six different games this year.
Last month, Hjellum pitched 145
pitches against Montana State
Billings, followed by 150 pitches
against Western Oregon eight
days later.
Last year, starting pitcher
Michael McCanna threw 174
pitches in a IO-inning complete
game against Western Oregon.
McCanna is on the shelf this year
with a tear in his tibial collateral
ligament.
As for what will happen next,
Bishop has remained neutral on
the matter for the time being.
"He's the baseball coach and
we have four more games;' Bishop said. "We'll continue to look
into the situation and when the
season's over we'll evaluate:'
In response to last week's article, many players, current and
former, have expressed their displeasure with the baseball program at CWU. Both the Observer and Jason Churchill, writer for
E~PN.com and who was quoted
in the story, received multiple
letters and thanks for uncovering
the story. Hjellum has already
decided not to return to CWU
baseball unless a change is made.
'Tm either going to sign a pro
contract at the draft or be done;'
Hjellum said. "If a good coach
came in it would definitely be
more likely that I'd come back:'
Central will wrap up the season this weekend against MSUB.
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Two-person golf scramble hits Central
Team "HQrfon Hears a Who" challenged for finals rematch
I Sports

BY MIKE REED
High gusts of wind didn't stop
die-hard golfers from attending
the two-person golf scramble
last Saturday at the Ellensburg
Golf and Country Club. There
were 28 students who signed up
for the two person scramble that
was scheduled to tee of at 2:00
pm. However, because of rapid
winds the teams were encouraged to start as soon as they arrived on scene.
Students signed up at the
front desk of the recreation center, and paid a $10 green fee to
participate in last weekend's
event.
The. two-person golf scramble
is based on the concept of "best
ball:' This means that each person on a team can shoot a ball
and then can pick the ball with
the better position and play off
of it. They both then hit another
_ball and play from the best spot
until the game is finishecl.
"If you get up on the green
and I hit the sand trap we take
your ball that's on the green;'
said Eric Scott, coordinator of
the event. "If your ball is six feet
away we both get to put [the
ball] at six feet to make a par
or a birdie, so it's a lot more fun
coming out here:'

challenged team "Horton'' to a
playoff for the title, which will
be played later this week.
It took about "two hours for
Hoffman and his brother's team,
"The Hack Attack;' to finish the
course. According to Hoffman,
the high winds probably made
about a six-stroke difference
overall.
Their team finished in a
3-way tie with teams "B. Deep"
and "Golden Balls" with scores
of 39 for third overall.
Team "Dirty Dog" placed·
fourth with a score of 41 followed by four-way tie for fifth
place. Teams "Hickory Jim;'
"M&G;' "Swayze and Friends"
and "Log Bugs" all tied with a
score of 42.
Teams "Sweet Canadian Mullets" and "Melting Pot" both tied
for sixth with 43. The "Stick
Bugs" finished in seventh place
with a score of 51. _
"Everyone had a great time,
we definitely have interest in
doing it again;' Scott said. "It
was a success for sure and the
wind didn't dampen anyone's
spirits:'
MIKE WINKLER
The competition was a big
hit, and is expected to become a PUTTING A CWU student concentrates on a putt last weekend at the
regular event at Central.
Ellensburg Golf and Country Club,

Despite a sunny afternoon,
gusts of wind made it difficult
for the golfers. Each participant
had to pick and choose their
spots when the winds died
down to take·a swing.
Senior accounting and finance major Justin Hoffman
was disappointed with the high
wind speeds.
"It's pretty bad when you can
hit a drive 340 yards and with
the same swing on it, (instead)
hit 180 yards;' Hoffman said.
Senior recre·ation management major Charlie Brown was
among the students looking
forward to the event despite the
weather conditions.
''Tm excited. It's a little windy
so it's going to be interesting;'
Brown said. ''I've never played
in the wind before but it's a good
day to trY:'
By the end of the day it was
Michael Johnson and sophomore Will Horton from team
"Horton Hears a Who" that
finished in first place with a
score of 36. In second place,
team "Tiger's Kids" finished
just two strokes behind with a
score of 38. However, because
of the wind severity as the day
progressed, "Tiger's Kids" have
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Tourfat#rt is Central.

CWU is an EEO/M/Title IX Institution. Persons with disabilities may request reasonable
accommodation by calling the Center for Disability Services at 509-963-2171 or TDD 509-963-2143.

